8:00 am Registration & Breakfast
9:00 am Opening Keynote
9:30 am Rise of the Machines
Where else can robots and AI make our lives easier, mine seas of data, or drive
efficiency or superior returns? Let's check in with those at the bleeding edge of
automation.

10:10 am Hot Startups Demo
11:10 am The Modern VC - Much More than Capital
Venture capitalist relationships can mean so much more than just an investment… “They
sit at the center of many social relationships that a business can use.” says Matt Harris,
MD at Bain Capital Ventures. Capital is just one of the tools the modern VC can use to
enable exponential growth. Their network, subject matter expertise, and mentorship can
prove far more valuable. Learn how FinTech entrepreneurs partner with VCs to
successfully navigate the enterprise space.

12:50 pm Afternoon Keynote
1:15 pm RegTech Report
New regulation risks drowning smaller financial services organizations, in essence
thwarting competition. At the same time, it can introduce new opportunities for FinTechs
to innovate. In the era of GDPR, PSD2 and MiFID II, let’s check in on how new regulation
has affected innovation and who the early winners will be.

1:55 pm Hot Startups Demo
2:55 pm New Kids on the Blockchain
You can no longer discuss the FinTech revolution without considering the widespread
implications of Blockchain. From smart contracts and settlement to underbanked
identity management, this panel will offer an update on the latest trends in Blockchain.

3:35 pm Hot Startups Demo
4:35 pm B2B Innovators
Your dry-cleaner knows you by first name, but your stockbroker doesn't. A deep dive
into technologies shaking up traditional banking, asset management, insurance and
FinServ as a whole. While disrupting banks makes headlines, it’s also increasingly
important for startups to forge strategic partnerships with large enterprises for
distribution, subject matter expertise, and capital.

5:15 pm Reception & Hors d’oeuvres

